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You Were Meant To Be
Enlighten your son with the meaningful keys of life! Explore the practice of turning love
inwards to become the best version of himself. All it takes are 8 simple inspiring words...
Kind, compassionate, brave, happy, creative, determined, clever, loved little boys will
result from reading this beautiful story. An encouraging yet constructive way for young
boys to learn their worth and importance. In good times and bad, Heather Lean knows
how hard it can be to convince little ones of their amazement. Well, this will surely do the
trick. Here, at Puppy Dogs & Ice Cream, we believe that children's books are more than
just stories - they're vessels of inspiration, education, and imagination. Every book we
publish is carefully selected to teach kids valuable lessons that will last a lifetime. From the
publisher who brought to you "Fiona Flamingo", "Right Now, I Am Fine", "Zen Pig",
"The Snowman's Song", "Bug Soup", and "The Super Tiny Ghost", "Brave Boy, Brave
Boy: You Were Meant to Be" is a welcome addition to our incredible collection of bestselling children's books!
On his thirtieth birthday, Jeff Goins quit his job and began his pursuit of becoming a fulltime writer. While certainly that was a milestone day, it was still less significant than the
ones that lead to that memorable moment. The journey he took leading up to that daring
decision involved twists, turns, and surprises he never expected. In the end, he found his
life’s purpose, his calling; and in The Art of Work, he wants to share his journey with you
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and help you, too, discover your life’s work, along with the invaluable treasure that comes
with doing so.As writer, keynote speaker, and award-winning blogger Jeff Goins explains,
our search for discovering the task we were born to do begins with passion but does not
end there. Only when our interests connect with the needs of the world do we begin living
for a larger purpose. Those who experience this intersection experience something
exceptional and enviable. Though it is rare, as Jeff discovered along the journey he shares
in this one-of-a-kind book, such a life is attainable by anyone brave enough to try. Through
personal experience, compelling case studies, and current research on the mysteries of
motivation and talent, Jeff shows readers how to find the vocation they were meant for and
what to expect during the long, arduous journey to discovering and pursuing it.
"A memoir in text, image, and song. In this unique hybrid work, author/musician Dao
Strom navigates the spaces between shores, mother and father, two cultures. The daughter
of writers, she fled Vietnam with her mother at the end of the war. It was not until years
later that she learned her father was still alive and had spent a decade in Communist
"reeducation" camps as persecution for his work as a writer in the pre-1975 era of Saigon.
This rift--caught between the forward-looking mother who severed ties with the past, and
the only tenuous presence of a father who could not turn away from the past--is the
initiating ethos behind this memoir, which renders itself also as an experiment in literary
multimedia, combining text, image, and song to express the nuances and buried emotions
of aftermath" -Page 2/23
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Have you ever had in the core of your being a sense that there is no one else who is the
same as you? This awareness goes far deeper than our consciousness, relentlessly seeking a
sense of who we are and why we are here
Antidotes to Toxic Living
Be Who You Were Meant to Be
Lead Like You Were Meant To
Embrace the Mess, Work Your Side Hustle, Find a Monumental Relationship, and Become
the Badass Babe You Were Meant to Be
You Were Meant for Me
The Art of Work
A close-up of what the Bible has to say about leadership. Using
the words of Jesus and stories of famous Bible leaders, the
author reveals the responsibility of leadership.
After discovering an abandoned newborn on a Brooklyn subway
platform, a single magazine editor surprises herself when she
jumps at the chance to become the child's foster mother.
Demonstrates how to enjoy greater career success and personal
fulfillment by finding one's life calling, with recommendations
beyond the entrepreneurial sphere to outline an actionable
method for rendering one's passions profitable. --Publisher's
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description.
Do you feel unsettled, unsure, confused, lost, or frustrated?
Are you struggling with your identity or your purpose in life?
Are you unhappy but don't know why? Living the Life You Were
Meant to Live will help you transform your existence into a
purpose-filled, Christ-centered life devoted to God. The
principles taken from the LifePlanning Process will help you
direct your efforts toward greater purpose and fulfillment;
discover your foremost traits and talents; and balance the five
domains of life: Personal, Family, Church/Faith Kingdom,
Vocation, and Community.
Becoming the Father You Were Meant to Be
Step by Step to Choice and Change
Brave Boy, Brave Boy
Who You Were Meant to Be
Growing Into the Leader God Called You to Be
Being different is a wonderful thing. Be proud of who you are and share
yourself with the world! Join our diverse group of friends as they proudly
show off just what makes them special.
Do you feel confident you're a leader with influence? You may be surprised
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to discover you're not as influential as you think you are. Your team is only
as strong as your influence, and many leaders today are mistaken about
what it means to be influential. An outdated influence paradigm, along with
technological devices and distractions, is making it increasingly challenging
for leaders to reach those they need to influence in order to be successful.
In fact, many leaders are unwillingly and unknowingly sabotaging
themselves and their influence. In her thought-provoking Influence
Redefined, Stacey Hanke introduces her powerful Influence Model, a stepby-step method for improving communication and producing the ideal type
of influence—one that moves people to action long after an interaction is
over. She dispels the most common influence myths and instructs leaders
on how to stop sabotaging themselves in order to leave a positive, lasting
impression. Using a results-based definition of influence for individuals and
organizations, Hanke successfully shows leaders how they can develop
influence as a skill through self-awareness, consistency, a positive
reputation, adaptability, and impact. With insights from dozens of
executives and business leaders, as well as practical how-tos and action
steps, Influence Redefined will help leaders multiply and expand their
influence every day, Monday to Monday®. Through Stacey Hanke, Inc., the
author has provided keynotes, mentoring and training on communicating
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with influence to thousands of leaders across industries. She is the author
of Yes You Can! and has appeared in the New York Times and SmartMoney.
Hanke was recognized as one of the National Speakers Association's ''Top 6
Under 40.''
It's only natural that Kevin would join his parent's family law firm. Kevin
preferred to spend time reading or at his parent's office. If Kevin gets a
specialized degree, his potential income could double and guarantees his
parent's firm expanding. When love hits Kevin for the first time, his world is
shaken. Will he find that making the right choice could jeopardize his
career path and let his family down? Meanwhile, a pretty young high school
student struggles with her grades as her best friend gets boy-crazy. At their
bleakest moments, the help that they desperately need comes from the
people they didn't expect. Their resolution, determination, and loyalty are
tested over the next couple of years, as their paths require them to
overcome painstaking hurdles. Follow these students as they learn the hardknocks of life and lessons that mold them into the adults that they become.
The best leaders keep learning new ways to grow. Every good leader shares
a common trait: they want to keep getting better. But eventually, most
encounter a setback-the limits of their own self-development. To overcome
this, they must address their personal leadership DNA-the individual wiring
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that makes them naturally gravitate toward certain solutions and shy away
from others. As a master leadership coach, Rob McKinnon knows that the
most powerful and lasting growth starts from within. A leader must address
how he or she thinks, feels, and acts, while also identifying their core
beliefs. Until these dimensions are recognized and developed, leaders will
continue to do things the same way they always have, and get the same
results. Lead Like You Were Meant To helps overcome three critical
roadblocks: leading too much on autopilot, leading with less than 100% of
what the leader possesses, and failing to see the common link between
their greatest strengths and greatest weaknesses. Witty tweets, quick-fix
seminars, and "do it my way because it worked for me" books don't cut it
for the personal, lasting growth that leaders want. Instead, high impact
change begins with the customized inside-out self-leadership skills that
McKinnon presents. Filled with real-life stories, powerful frameworks, and
practical tools, this book offers comprehensive leadership development that
endures.
Don’T Settle
Born for this
Becoming the Leader You Were Meant to Be
Be the Person You Were Meant to be
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The Big Life
You Were Made for Me
Growing a family isn't always easy and sometimes Mommies and Daddies need a
little help. See how the generosity and love of others can grow into the most
wonderful gift. You Were Made For Me is a look into the unique ways that some
families are made and the journey of love that brings them together.
Break the rules, not the fast with world-renowned biohacker and Bulletproof Coffee
founder Dave Asprey, author of The Bulletproof Diet, Head Strong, and other New
York Times bestsellers. For more than a decade, Bulletproof founder Dave Asprey
has shared his unique point of view and expertise to help fans become the best
versions of themselves. From living longer to getting smarter, maximizing
performance to practicing mindfulness, Dave’s followers look to him for his take on
the most effective techniques to become healthier and more powerful than most
doctors think is possible. Asprey has been fasting for years, long before it gained
widespread popularity, and if you’re a fan of Bulletproof coffee and The Bulletproof
Diet, you have been enjoying some of the benefits of Intermittent Fasting too. In
Fast This Way, Dave asks readers to forget everything they think they know about
the ancient practice and takes them on a journey through cutting-edge science to
examine the ways novice fasters and Intermittent Fasting loyalists can up-end their
relationship with food and upgrade their fasting game beyond calorie restriction.
What IF eating the right foods at the right time can actually enhance your fast?
What IF how you work out and sleep could trick your body into thinking you are
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fasting? What IF it were easy to skip a meal, or two, or three? What IF fasting is
different for women, can be personalized to your genes, and can impact your
mental health? What IF all fasts could be created equal? Fast This Way is a
compelling read through the latest thinking on fasting and gives readers the
manual and toolkit to make the most of their fasts and their personal biology.
In the #1 New York Times bestseller, The World Needs Who You Were Made to Be,
Joanna Gaines celebrates how creativity and acceptance can come together to
make for a bright and beautiful adventure. The book, illustrated by Julianna
Swaney, follows a group of children as they each build their very own hot-air
balloons. As the kids work together, leaning into their own skills and processes, we
discover that the same is true for life—it's more beautiful and vibrant when our
differences are celebrated. Together with Joanna, you and your kids will take a
journey of growth and imagination as you learn in full color to: Celebrate every
child's one-of-a-kind strengths and differences Embrace teamwork Share our
talents and abilities to make everything more beautiful Lend a helping hand and do
our best to show kindness and take care of one another The World Needs Who You
Were Made to Be is a vibrant picture book perfect for: Ages 4-8 Grandparents,
parents, teachers, and librarians Classroom story times and discussions about
diversity and being a good human being Households that enjoy watching Chip and
Joanna on Magnolia Network and HGTV's Fixer Upper With plenty of pink, a bounty
of blue, orange and green and yellow too, this vibrant hot-air balloon adventure
celebrates every child and teaches kids that we are in this together. “You're one of
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a kind, and it's so clear to see: The world needs who you were made to be.”
Counselor and therapist Dr. Beth Blevins Cujé's original approach to self-help takes
a giant-step beyond most self-help books. Become the Person You Were Meant to
Be answers the question, "Why am I this way?" but goes on to answer the
question, "How do I change?" Providing a framework for self-monitoring, simple
tools for change, and four keys steps to guide change, Cuje's Choice-Cube Method
equips readers finally to answer both questions.According to Cujé, normal feelings
of defensiveness and self-protection can be dangerous when individuals become
stuck in those postures. She points out that readers can use her method to check
bodily stress, negative emotions, painful and distorted thoughts, and misdirected
desires. Then once aware of those reactions, they can learn to take responsibility
for them and use her Choice-Cube tools and four key steps to make necessary
changes. Developed out of years of experience as a therapist, university adjunct
faculty member, and workshop presenter, this down-to-earth application of current
brain research, trauma research, and attachment theory can help readers
consistently resolve problems in the present, rework past problems, and program
their future. The author believes this method can benefit therapists as well as
secular readers and believers. "Real-life examples lend credibility and authenticity
to the program...Individuals seeking to better themselves might find that the
author's insightfulness and the Choice-Cube Method work well for them." ForeWord Clarion Reviews
Baby, We Were Meant for Each Other
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Fast This Way
A Guide to Finding Or Recovering Your Life's Purpose
Who We Were Meant to Be
Become the Coach You Were Meant to Be
How to Marry the Man You Were Meant For

Finding one's purpose in life and fulfilling it is a desire we all share. Yet many of
us are living the lives and dreams imposed upon us by our family, friends and
society. Once we understand the fears, frustrations and loyalties that sabotage
our dreams and best efforts at personal growth, we can free ourselves from
doubt and defeat and find out what we really want to do with our lives. Who You
Were Meant to Be explains how to use our inner guidance to find our most
personal and energizing life purpose. Writing in a friendly, active style,
psychologist Lindsay Gibson shows us how to get free of the misguided guilt
and loyalty that confuse loving others with sacrificing oneself. We can undo selfdefeating ideas and claim our right to happiness and autonomy in our life
choices. Thanks to the author's clinical background, this book goes deep enough
to address feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, and the common fears that
can bring self-actualization to a standstill. Dr. Gibson offers a unique blend of
inspiration and pragmatic advice to people who have been reluctant to put
themselves first in their own lives. Who You Were Meant to Be provides a
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practical road map out of old habits and shows how to forge a new path on which
each of us can discover or recover our true purposes in life and become the
people we want to be.
Today's leaders have a responsibility to inspire the leaders of tomorrow.
Lieutenant Colonel Oakland McCulloch has lived his life by that motto.
Throughout his decorated 23-year career in the United States Army to his various
civilian jobs that followed, McCulloch has lived a life of servant leadership. In his
new book, 'Your Leadership Legacy: Becoming the Leader You Were Meant to
Be' McCulloch shares common sense principles that every current and aspiring
leader can use. Experiences from his childhood and his various adult careers
frame the leadership legacy he has personally passed down to countless others.
As Oak likes to say, "Great leadership handed down from generation to
generation is what develops great nations." LTC McCulloch lives with his wife in
Daytona Beach, FL.
"Ann has always seen the power and potential in young women. The Big Life
helps make all our dreams closer than ever." —Lauren Conrad, designer and New
York Times bestselling author of Lauren Conrad Celebrate "The Big Life is a
guide for women in their 20s and 30s who are hungry for a job they love, a
supportive network of friends, respect from their bosses, and partners who want
all those things for them as badly as they do." —The New York Times Millennial
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women are changing what it means to be powerful and successful in the
world—for everyone. Forever. You want The Big Life—that delicious cocktail of
passion, career, work, ambition, respect, money, and a monumental relationship.
And you want it on your own terms. Forget climbing some corporate ladder, you
want a career with twists and turns and adventure. For you, success only matters
if it’s meaningful. Ann Shoket knows the evolving values of young women more
than anyone. She’s the voice behind the popular Badass Babes community, a
sisterhood of young, hungry, ambitious women who are helping each other
through the most complex issues around becoming who you’re meant to be. As
the trailblazing editor-in-chief of Seventeen for the better part of a decade, Shoket
led provocative conversations that helped young women navigate the tricky
terrain of adolescence and become smart, confident, self-assured young women.
Now that they are adding muscle to the framework of their lives, she’s
continuing the conversation with The Big Life. The Big Life is packed with
actionable guidance combined with personal advice from high-profile millennial
women who have already achieved tremendous success, plus intimate
conversations with a cast of compelling characters and Shoket’s own stories on
her quest for The Big Life. You’ll learn to tackle all of the issues on heavy
rotation in your mind such as: • How to craft a career that’s also a passion. •
How to get respect from a boss who thinks you’re a lazy, entitled, and selfPage 13/23
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obsessed millennial • Why you need a “squad” of people who support you as
you build your Big Life • How a side hustle will make you smarter, hotter, and
more in control of your destiny. • Why work/life balance is a sham and your need
to embrace the mess. • How to find a partner whose eyes light up when you talk
about your ambition. Written in Shoket’s friendly and authoritative style, The Big
Life will help you recognize your power, tap into your ambition, and create your
own version of The Big Life.
You Were Meant to BeCastlebridge Books
In Praise of Adoption
A Memoir in Text + Image (+ Song)
Become the Person You Were Meant to Be
A Proven Path to Discovering What You Were Meant to Do
Be the Leader You Were Meant to Be, Monday to Monday
Born for This

A story of a man's journey through life and the two women he loves.
This book is designed not only for coaches but is applicable to any level of
leadership.
You Were Meant For Me by Elise Title released on Jun 24, 1993 is available
now for purchase.
Colorful illustrations and simple ideas help to explain egg and sperm donation
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to young children, while keeping the focus on how loved the children resulting
from in vitro fertilization truly are.
Influence Redefined
Maybe We Were Meant to be Maybe
The Peter Potential
Claiming the Life You Were Meant to Live
How to Find the Work You Were Meant to Do
When You Were Mine
Have you ever wondered if God has greater things in store for you? The Bible
is clear that though Peter saw himself as only a fisherman, the Lord saw him
as a fisher of men, a leader among men, the rock upon which His Church
would be built. Divinity gave Him the insight to extend the invitations that
would help Peter discover the life he was meant to live. This full-color gift
book is profound in its simplicity as the authors take the reader through the
invitations the Lord extended to Peter. Journey with Peter and the Savior as
you begin to understand the potential the Lord sees in you.
It’s never too late to be a better father Jim Daly, president and CEO of Focus
on the Family, is an expert in fatherhood—in part because his own "fathers"
failed him so badly. His biological dad was an alcoholic. His stepfather
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deserted him. His foster father accused Jim of trying to kill him. All were out
of Jim's life by the time he turned 13. Isn’t it odd—and reminiscent of the
hand of God—that the director of the leading organization on family turned
out to be a guy whose own background as a kid and son were pretty messed
up? Or could it be that successful parenting is discovered not in the perfect,
peaceful household but in the midst of battles and messy situations, where
God must constantly be called to the scene? That is the mystery unraveled
in this book. Using his own expertise, humor, and inexhaustible wealth of
stories, Jim will show you that God can make you a good dad, a great dad, in
spite of the way you’ve grown up and in spite of the mistakes you’ve made.
Maybe even because of them. It’s not about becoming a perfect father. It’s
about trying to become a better father, each and every day. It's about
building relationships with your children through love, grace, patience, and
fun—and helping them grow into the men and women they’re meant to be.
A New York Times Bestseller An Indie Bestseller Perfect for fans of Marie Lu
and E. Lockhart, The Ones We're Meant to Find is a gripping and heartfelt YA
sci-fi with mind-blowing twists. Set in a climate-ravaged future, Joan He's
beautifully written novel follows the story of two sisters, separated by an
ocean, desperately trying to find each other. Cee has been trapped on an
abandoned island for three years without any recollection of how she
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arrived, or memories from her life prior. All she knows is that somewhere out
there, beyond the horizon, she has a sister named Kay, and it’s up to Cee to
cross the ocean and find her. In a world apart, 16-year-old STEM prodigy
Kasey Mizuhara lives in an eco-city built for people who protected the
planet?and now need protecting from it. With natural disasters on the rise
due to climate change, eco-cities provide clean air, water, and shelter. Their
residents, in exchange, must spend at least a third of their time in stasis
pods, conducting business virtually whenever possible to reduce their
environmental footprint. While Kasey, an introvert and loner, doesn’t mind
the lifestyle, her sister Celia hated it. Popular and lovable, Celia much
preferred the outside world. But no one could have predicted that Celia
would take a boat out to sea, never to return. Now it’s been three months
since Celia’s disappearance, and Kasey has given up hope. Logic says that
her sister must be dead. But nevertheless, she decides to retrace Celia’s last
steps. Where they’ll lead her, she does not know. Her sister was full of
secrets. But Kasey has a secret of her own.
Given over to an orphanage at birth, Robert Watkins had to overcome
tremendous odds to survive. Never meeting his birth mother or father,
Robert Watkins takes you on a step-by-step journey to show you how to
succeed financially, spiritually, emotionally and professionally. Robert
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Watkins' Seven Points of Truths will transform your life into a masterpiece to
be used by God and impact the world. In this book you will learn: How to
never stay where you are not valued How to become the person you were
meant to be How to always have the support you need How to transition into
a new and profitable life Prepare to take massive action. Your life will never
be the same again. WATCH AUTHOR VIDEO HERE: Video
Link:http://www.bridgelogos.com/videos/chosen
Discover the Life You Were Meant to Live
The Good Dad
Finding Your Own North Star
Burn Fat, Heal Inflammation, and Eat Like the High-Performing Human You
Were Meant to Be
Living the Life You Were Meant to Live
A Guide to Rediscovering Your Life's Purpose
Are you happy with your life? Are you where you want to be? What holds you back -- your
family, your work, yourself?This inspiring book touches a universal chord: the desire to find
one's purpose and fulfill it. Among the topics covered: how you can change your life, why
growth can be so hard and what you can do when the going gets tough. Most importantly, Dr.
Gibson provides a practical road map out of old habits to help forge a new path to become the
person you want to be.
Do you want to know the real secret to a satisfying and successful marriage? Gettingand
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stayinghappily married is probably one of the hardest things most of us will ever attempt. In
fact, marriage is so challenging that you have to marry well to start with to even have a chance
of success. Even worse, the advice youve heard all your life is either wrong or at best
incomplete. Heartbroken after his second divorce, Dr. Carroll was determined to solve the
puzzle of how to have a successful marriage. Drawing on his professional expertise as a
psychiatrist and a wealth of field research, he emerged with a powerful yet simple system for
finding your perfect match. Using neuroscience, genetics, behavioral science, psychology, and
his work with shamans and other spiritual healers, he will teach you how to marry science with
spirituality to attract the perfect man for you - the man you were meant for - and how to get him
to the altar in as little as a year. Youll learn: why the usual advice doesnt work why amazing
chemistry is a bad sign what type of man is perfectly suited for you how to energetically attract
him how to know hes really the one and of course, how to get him to the altar! If youre tired of
the singles scene and frustrated by failed attempts at love, Dont Settle is the step-by-step,
complete solution youve been looking for.
From the New York Times bestselling author of In Five Years comes an intensely romantic
modern recounting of the greatest love story ever told—narrated by the girl Romeo was
supposed to love. Rosaline knows that she and Rob are destined to be together. Rose has
been waiting for years for Rob to kiss her—and when he finally does, it’s perfect. But then Juliet
moves back to town. Juliet, who used to be Rose’s best friend. Juliet, who now inexplicably
hates her. Juliet, who is gorgeous, vindictive, and a little bit crazy...and who has set her sights
on Rob. He doesn’t stand a chance. Rose is devastated over losing Rob to Juliet. And when
rumors start swirling about Juliet’s instability, her neediness, and her threats of suicide, Rose
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starts to fear not only for Rob’s heart, but also for his life. Because Shakespeare may have
gotten the story wrong, but we all still know how it ends.
In this warm, funny, and wise new book, NPR’s award-winning and beloved Scott Simon tells
the story of how he and his wife found true love with two tiny strangers from the other side of
the world. It’s a book of unforgettable moments: when Scott and Caroline get their first thumbsize pictures of their daughters, when the small girls are placed in their arms, and all the
laughs and tumbles along the road as they become a real family. Woven into the tale of Scott,
Caroline, and the two little girls who changed their lives are the stories of other adoptive
families. Some are famous and some are not, but each family’s saga captures facets of the
miracle of adoption. Baby, We Were Meant for Each Other is a love story that doesn’t gloss
over the rough spots. There are anxieties and tears along with hugs and smiles and the
unparalleled joy of this blessed and special way of making a family. Here is a book that families
who have adopted—or are considering adoption—will want to read for inspiration. But everyone
can enjoy this story because, as Scott Simon writes, adoption can also help us understand
what really makes families, and how and why we fall in love.
Chosen
Rediscovering Our Identity as God’s Royal Priesthood
You Were Meant to Be
Be the Leader You Were Meant to Be
You Were Meant For Me
The 5 Goals of Leadership

What is our purpose in life? Is there an even grander story at work behind our salvation in
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Christ? Drawing on the reflections of early church writers and theologians, Who We Were
Meant to Be invites the reader to consider the whole tapestry of God's plan from start to
finish, culminating in a vision of all creation being restored and renewed as the temple of
God's glory. Guided by the wisdom and insights of the patristic age, this book urges us to take
up the mantle of our appointed role as royal priests, not only as a status to be enjoyed, but as a
vocation to shape our entire lives. We have an open invitation to recapture the grand
theological vision of Christianity's early centuries, and to step once again into the
transfiguring light of who we were meant to be.
Have you ever met someone with the perfect job? To the outside observer, it seems like they've
won the career lottery—that by some stroke of luck or circumstance they've found the one
thing they love so much that it doesn't even feel like work—and they're getting paid well to do
it. In reality, their good fortune has nothing to do with chance. There’s a method for finding
your perfect job, and Chris Guillebeau, the bestselling author of The $100 Startup, has
created a practical guide for how to do it—whether within a traditional company or business,
or by striking out on your own. Finding the work you were “born to do” isn’t just about
discovering your passion. Doing what brings you joy is great, but if you aren’t earning a
living, it’s a hobby, not a career. And those who jump out of bed excited to go to work every
morning don’t just have jobs that turn their passions into paychecks. They have jobs where
they also can lose themselves for hours in the flow of meaningful work. This intersection of
joy, money, and flow is what Guillebeau will help you find in this book. Through inspiring
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stories of those who have successfully landed their dream career, as well as actionable tools,
exercises, and thought experiments, he’ll guide you through today’s vast menu of career
options to discover the work perfectly suited to your unique interests, skills, and experiences.
You’ll learn how to: • Hack the job of your dreams within a traditional organization by
making it work for you • Find not only your ideal work but also your ideal working conditions
• Create plans that will allow you to take smarter career risks and “beat the house” every time
• Start a profitable “side hustle” and earn extra cash on top of your primary stream of income
• Escape the prison of working for someone else and build a mini-empire as an entrepreneur
• Become a rock star at any creative endeavor by creating a loyal base of fans and followers
Whichever path you choose, this book will show you how to find that one job or career that
feels so right, it’s like you were born to do it.
Brief inspirational readings encourage readers to be the unique individual that God created
them to be.
Introduces the author's step-by-step plan for identifying core desires and acting upon them to
create successful, satisfying, and more fulfilling lives.
The World Needs Who You Were Made to Be
Be Yourself--Discover the Life You Were Meant to Live
You were meant to be you
The Ones We're Meant to Find
You Were Meant For Me: A Small Town Southern Romance
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An Accidental Pregnancy Second Chance Vacation Fling Small Town Southern Romance
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